The most important challenges in the construction field is to do the experimentation of the designing at real time.
INTRODUCTION
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is the electronic form of logical Neuron system with simplified models. ANN is an efficient parallel distributed processing system made up of enormous interconnected artificial neural computing elements. As like human brain function, ANN is employed in several applications like controlling dynamical networks as mentioned by Jason Z. Kim et al (2017) .They have the ability to learn and thereby acquire knowledge to make it available for use in the Industrial purpose. Industrial agent based industrial systems under the conditions of productivity; re-configurability, robustness, and scalability were employed as stated by Paulo Leitao et al. (2013) . For acquiring knowledge, different ANN Architectures exists nowadays as stated by Iman Mansouri et al. (2018) . ANN schemes are employed in different domains even from our daily life for glucose measurement in the field of medical diagnosis as mooted by V. Ashok and A. Nirmal Kumar (2013) .Architectures of ANN have been classified into different models based on their features and learning mechanism as proposed by Bernard Widrow and Michael Lehr (1990) and Samson Table 1 . Back Propagation Neural Network basically (BPNN) consists of three layers, one is input layer, the second is hidden layer and the third is output layer. It functions based on two phases, one is the feed forward phase and the other is feedback phase. In the feed forward phase, the data from the input is propagated to the output layer through input layer and the hidden layer. When the error range is not in the limit as the target value set in the output neuron of the output layer, the output data is resent back to the input layer via hidden layer. The general BPNN architecture as a sample is displayed in the figure 1 
ROLE OF BPNN ALGORITHM IN THE VERIFICATION OF SIGMA

SECTION PROPERTIES
The flow design of a Artificial Neural Network creates its own internal mapping creating a hierarchical network that is both linearly separable and capable of learning any given mappings. Now a three-layer network with an output layer of 'n' nodes, hidden layer being 'm' nodes and input layer 'I' nodes is considered. The training procedure is as follows, Initialise random weights at the start, Repeat, For every cycle of training method, Perform training with the given method, Stop, Repeat the procedure until the error is acceptably low.
The processed data is applied as inputs to neural networks after desired signal separation, The two 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The feasibility of the back propagation network in estimating the shear centre of a sigma section with respect to different sectional properties like weight, depth, flange, lip, outer web, thickness, area are shown in Table 3 The subsequent graph in figure 5 gives the error rate plot of five groups and thirty eight sections for the verification of shear centre of a sigma section. The feasibility of the back propagation network in estimating the deflection of a sigma section with respect to different sectional properties like weight and seven different types of purlin centres are shown in Table 4 The subsequent graph in figure 6 gives the error rate plot of seventeen profiles and one hundred and twenty eight models for the verification of shear centre of a sigma section. In this back propagation neural network model, network trains and adapts quickly to give the error rate of 1.278 for shear centre and 2.967 to the deflection verification and remains constant after 450 epochs. The overall performance of this model is 97% to 98%. If the record models are increased, the training performance increases which results in reducing the error.
CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR THE FUTURE
The BPNN model using python language for this research work verification will act as supportive tool for steel roof constructors, engineers, and designers who are involved in construction as well as in the section fabricators industry. This model helps in error calculation and verification of sigma section design. For the bpnn model training, testing, verification, and validation process for the shear centre and deflection of sigma sections different samples are used. approximately, five groups of shear centre with 38 sections in each set minimum of six and maximum of nine sections in different groups were used for verification as mentioned in table1. the model predicts the shear centre of the sigma section with respect to the section properties as the overall average error rate as 1.278 percent. moreover, the overall average square error rate is 0.049 percent. likewise, seventeen profiles of sigma section deflection verification with two hundred and fourteen models with minimum of six and maximum of eighteen were mentioned in table 2 is used. Similarly, the prediction of sigma section deflection under allowable loading conditions, the overall average error rate is 2.967 percent and the overall average square error rate is 0.34 percent. In future, this model can be enhanced using machine learning algorithms for the sigma section design and verification by the engineers and constructors of steel roof constructions. 
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